ALWID-BOY
semi automatic capping machine

The ALWID-BOY is a semi automatic capping
machine, suitable for different kind of capping
heads.
Further machines can be found on our
website www.alwid.de
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ALWID-BOY

semi automatic capping machine

Special characteristics

Technical data

The ALWID-BOY is a semi automatic capping machine

capacity:

dependent on operator

that is available as a table machine with or without

capping head:

3-roll- oder 4-roll-capping head, screw capping

a stainless steel table. The machine is suitable for

head with adjustable torque, many other

processing many different cap sizes, bottle sizes and

alternatives possible (depents on customer´s

bottle shapes. Several different capping heads can be
used, which can be quickly and easily changed (see

requirement)
cap feeding:

“Technical Data”).

manually, i.e. the operator places the cap on
the bottle mouth

The operator places a cap onto the bottle opening

base made of:

stainless steel

manually. Then he puts bottle with cap onto the lifting

electric connection:

230/400 V, 50 Hz, 3 phases + N + PE (also avai

plate and presses the 2-hand-switch. The bottle and

lable in EX-version) or special

the cap are lifted and the automatic capping pro-

weight:

approx. 95 kg

cess starts. A safety switch ensures only one lifting

dimensions:

485 mm x 635 mm x 1050-1500 mm (width x

movement. The CE-standard is guaranteed by the

depth x height) (height dependent on bottle

2-hand-safety switch.

size)

The machine does not need any special ground or
fundament and can be placed almost everywhere.

Range of application
The machine is very flexible and can be used for many different capping
requirements.
bottle-Ø:

as required (the centering devices are

			

adjusted for the required diameters)

bottle height:

as required (the machine will be suitable for

			your requirements)
material of bottles:

containers made of the usual materials

bottle shape:		

round bottles and shaped bottles

kind of caps:		

several screw caps, press-in/press-on caps,

			

PP, MCA, STELCAP and other roll-on-caps,

			

grip cork, crown cork, twist-off and other

